
 
 

‘A SUMMER TO REMEMBER’ 
Synopsis 

 
Jessica Martin (Catherine Bell) loves being an ER doc, but the long hours afford her little time 
with her daughter Ava (Samantha MacGillvray).  Thankfully a much-needed vacation to Fiji has 
arrived and Jessica is hoping the trip will give them quality time and bring Ava out of her shell.  
Jessica is also eager to regain the sense of calm she and her late husband had on the island.  
The unique inner peace, known to locals as maravu, is a serenity she hasn’t felt for an eternity.  
 
But Jessica’s search for tranquility is sorely interrupted the first day at the resort by hammering 
outside her suite.  A worker is installing a hammock, and though she’s slightly disarmed by the 
man’s rugged good looks, Jessica asks him to finish tomorrow when she and Ava are away from 
the room.  Flashing a dazzling smile and informing Jessica he’s actually a co-owner of the 
resort, Will (Cameron Mathison) offers Jessica free tickets for the lovo (Fujian luau) to make up 
for the noise.  But the next day he’s at it again, wheeling a creaky maintenance cart by Jessica, 
who’s trying to have a Zen moment on a secluded bench she once enjoyed with her husband.  
Deeply apologetic, Will quickly creaks off and Jessica can’t help but laugh at his embarrassment.   
 
Despite their disquieting start, these two could develop an attraction, if only Jessica hadn’t 
already met Trevor (Paul O’Brien), a dashing thoracic surgeon staying at the resort.  Still, she 
somehow seems to keep running into Will and while Ava takes a paddleboard lesson, she sees 
him on a hike.  Even though it’s his day off, he offers to take her on a special jungle trail, as 
long as she follows his one stipulation – to be spontaneous and not act like a guest.  Doing her 
best to just “chill,” Jessica ends up having a magical time, enchanted by a roaring waterfall, and 
feeling electricity between them when she slips on the rocks and Will catches her.  
 
The next day, meeting Trevor for a horseback ride, Jessica and Ava go to the stables where Will 
is waiting with their mounts.  But workaholic Trevor can’t stop texting and trips over a banyan 
root, cutting his hand.  With the ride canceled, Ava and her mom relax by the pool until Jessica 
reveals she’s up for a promotion, upsetting Ava, who knows her mom’s hours will only increase.  
 
In the morning, while Ava’s on a youth hike, Jessica and Will ride horses on the beach, and he 
explains how loosening the reins actually gives her more control.  Then later, when Trevor 
chooses work over snorkeling, Will dives in to show her and Ava the coral reef.  Back on land, 
Will gives Jessica a heart-shaped rock, indicating that the words he once lived by – “No Dating 
Guests” – don’t apply to Jessica, who can’t deny Will has captured her heart as well.  Too bad 
her friend back home has gone into sudden labor and Jessica and Ava must cut their vacation 
short.  Neither is ready to leave, and Jessica certainly isn’t ready to decide about her promotion.  
Maybe if she gives herself a little free rein the right decision will happen spontaneously. 
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